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Read “The American’s Creed” to become a good citizen of the USA. Read “The American’s
Creed” out loud to children to teach them patriotism and the principles of freedom, as freedom
has never been more important. “The American’s Creed” is a large font, black and white
illustrated (with 14 new illustrations), uniquely annotated, version of a classic, to help all children
learn to read while teaching all ages (including parents) valuable lessons about maximizing
freedom for We the People. Many children and future citizens should memorize “The American’s
Creed,” which summarizes important ideas behind the United States of America, such as the
USA being a Republic on top of a democracy in order to prevent “mob rule,” which happens in
unrestrained democracies. “The American’s Creed” is a timeless classic that was widely
published when it was first written, including being recognized by the United States’
government, but the “American’s Creed” has been forgotten by too many, therefore it is time for
its rebirth. This version of “The American’s Creed” illustrates the original text for children, and
goes beyond that with lessons and history at the end for older children and parents, to teach all
ages about freedom in the USA. This book contains one presidential photograph and fourteen
new line-art drawings. “BradMD” is a retired physician and economist who fights for Freedom,
which means free will, free thought, free speech, free press, free enterprise, and free markets.
BradMD thinks patriots and patients are very much alike. They, as individuals, should have more
power than all the uncaring third parties that often try to control their lives. It is your sacred duty
to promote Freedom for all. “BradMD” also wrote “Freedom is the Purpose of the People of the
World” and “Uncles and Etymology” as read aloud books for children. "BradMD" (Brad
Hennenfent, M.D.) went to college at Northwestern University, medical school at the University
of Illinois, and did his residency in Emergency Medicine at the University of Illinois Affiliated
Hospitals Emergency Medicine Residency Program.
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The book by BradMD has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 4 people have provided feedback.
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